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Target Audience: MR physicists and engineers involved in MR thermometry applications. 

Purpose: Dual-pathway steady-state FISP-PSIF sequences have been proposed1 for use in monitoring temperature during thermal 
therapies such as focused ultrasound liver ablation. A number of advantages of this dual-contrast sequence have been claimed includ-
ing improved temperature-to-noise ratio (TNR) over the standard single-echo T2* weighted gradient-echo sequence. The purpose of 
this study was to optimize the dual-pathway sequence by simulating results over a range of parameters, compare the TNR with an al-
ternative dual-echo FISP-FISP sequence and validate results of simulations through in vivo abdominal imaging. 
 

Methods: In vivo abdominal images were obtained on a 3T scanner using a 
multi-shot EPI, dual-pathway sequence with sampling of a spin-echo like 
PSIF early in the TR interval, and a gradient-echo FISP late in the TR in-
terval. This sampling strategy ensures that both PSIF and FISP images have 
maximal temperature sensitivity. Imaging parameters were: 128×96, 24 cm 
FOV, with 5 mm slice thickness. TRs of 9, 11, 14 and 17 ms were used for 
sequences with EPI echo-train lengths of 2, 4, 6 and 8 respectively. 
 A simulation program was created to generate dual-pathway un-
balanced steady-stage images for a range of tissue T1s and T2s. For each 
T1-T2 combination, a variety of TRs and flip angles (FAs) were used. To 
simulate the effect of T2* on the signal, isochromats with different frequen-
cies were included. Results were used to determine optimal parameters to 
maximize TNR for tissue T1 and T2 similar to those reported for human 
liver and kidney. To validate the simulation’s ability to accurately predict signal levels, ROIs were selected from in vivo human ab-
dominal images such as those in Fig.1. These ratios were obtained for images of several TRs and compared to simulation results. 
 

Results: Figure 2 demonstrates the correlation between PSIF-FISP ratios calculat-
ed from selected liver and kidney ROIs in images compared to the predicted ratios 
from simulation. This agreement between in vivo imaging and simulation served as 
a partial validation of the simulation method used for further sequence optimization 
of the dual-pathway sequence for liver and kidney temperature imaging.  

The 2D color displays in Fig.3 represent ratios of TNR obtained when the 
PSIF-FISP sequence is used as compared to the TNR if the dual-echo sequence had 
included instead a second FISP (i.e., a FISP-FISP sequence). Ratios of greater than 
1 (a PSIF gives higher TNR than using an additional FISP) are indicated by the 
green scale. Ratios less than 1 (a second FISP would give better TNR) are indicated 
by the red scale. While the simulation results show that the PSIF-FISP strategy is 
superior in terms of TNR for kidney imaging at almost any choice of TR and FA, 
in the liver the PSIF-FISP strategy is TNR superior only for TRs 
less than about 20ms. The contour lines represent relative PSIF-
FISP signal level (as a percentage) at each TR. For the liver, the 
results suggest that a FA of around 20o maximizes TNR for the 
PSIF-FISP sequence, whereas 25o proves preferable for kidneys. 
 

Discussion and Conclusions: Dual-pathway PSIF-FISP se-
quences have been proposed for temperature monitoring1. In addi-
tion to providing temperature sensitivity, the inclusion of both 
gradient- and spin-echo-like contrast allows for additional possi-
bilities beyond simple temperature mapping, e.g, for real-time 
detection of irreversible thermal damage. High TNR, however, is 
the critical metric requiring careful sequence optimization2. The 
simulation approach presented here (with partial validation from 
in vivo results) allows one to select optimal TR and FA to be used 
for different organs such as the liver and kidney. The simulations 
also clearly define organ-specific limits where the PSIF-FISP sampling strategy is TNR-superior compared to a simple dual-echo 
FISP-FISP sampling – e.g. at almost all TRs and FAs for kidney imaging and at 20o FA and < 20 ms TR in the liver. At a TR of 20 ms, 
multi-shot EPI with ETLs up to 10 are possible enabling fast abdominal thermal imaging that is fairly insensitive to respiratory motion. 
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Figure 1: Example of FISP (left) and PSIF (right) images produced by 
the dual-pathway sequence (Sagittal, TR = 9ms, ETL=2). The red/blue 
arrow points to the kidney/liver, respectively. 

Figure 2: Image intensity PSIF/FISP ratios computed by
simulation compared with ratios measured in liver (blue
circles) and kidney (red) ROIs in human images. 

Figure 3: Ratios from simulation of TNR ratios for PSIF in dual-pathway se-
quence versus using extra FISP as function of TR and FA. Details in text. 
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